THREE YEARS  OF  CALM  BEFORE THE STORM
treaties would create a situation entirely distasteful to the majority
of the Japanese people. That the technical and political difficulties
involved in securing acceptance of the Japanese reservation should
be envisaged in Tokyo as providing plausible reasons for not with-
drawing from the League next year, I am inclined to doubt. Japan
has burned her bridges behind her so far as the League is con-
cerned. The Government has repeatedly indicated that Japan's
withdrawal from the League was necessitated by a fundamental
divergence of views and, only two weeks ago, the Foreign Minister
—the spearhead of the conciliatory forces now articulate—said,
publicly :
Our proposition having been rejected by the powers, we were
compelled to serve notice of withdrawal from the League of Nations,
with which we had maintained close co-operation for so many
years. However, that step was one which Japan perforce had
to make in order that we might fulfil our mission and responsi-
bilities in East Asia.
Any Japanese Government which attempted to retain Japan^s
membership in the League would court the danger of denying Japan's
" mission and responsibilities in East Asia "—one of the terms in
which the conviction of Japan's " Manifest Destiny " is expressed.
If, then, Japan's secession from the League and League activities
should be definite, it would of course carry with it the inevitable
corollary that Japan would be stopped from making use of the
League as a medium'for the manipulation of the balance of power.
The arguments of the foregoing pages indicate the nature of the
problem which confronts the present " Cabinet of Old Men.'9 The
Saito Government is trying, so to speak, to keep the brakes on,
Furthermore, having survived recent political crises with increasing
difficulty, the cabinet is racing against time. Will the common sense
of the nation reassert itself with sufficient celerity or will the Govern-
ment succumb to death by attrition before the forces of moderation
have gained the upper hand ? At the present time it is only the
liberal, super-party advisers to the Throne who are keeping the
Government in power in the face of dissatisfaction in many quarters.
Should they fail in the near future the succeeding Government
would almost inevitably be more reactionary. For the real good of
the country they must hold on as long as possible. In any event, the
mantle of government will not again fall on the generation which
was at the helm when Japan rose to the position of a world power.
We shall sooner or later be seriously concerned as to whether the
new generation will acquit itself successfully of the gigantic task to
which the nation seems committed, because American and Japanese
policy in the Far East will directly conflict—unless someone puts the
helm over hard.
With kind personal regards.
Yours very sincerely,

